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ABSTRACT

Query-By-Vocal Imitation (QBV) search systems enable searching
a collection of audio files using a vocal imitation as a query. This
can be useful when sounds do not have commonly agreed-upon text-
labels, or many sounds share a label. As deep learning approaches
have been successfully applied to QBV systems, datasets to build
models have become more important. We present Vocal Imitation
Set, a new vocal imitation dataset containing 11, 242 crowd-sourced
vocal imitations of 302 sound event classes in the AudioSet sound
event ontology. It is the largest publicly-available dataset of vocal
imitations as well as the first to adopt the widely-used AudioSet
ontology for a vocal imitation dataset. Each imitation recording in
Vocal Imitation Set was rated by a human listener on how similar
the imitation is to the recording it was an imitation of. Vocal Im-
itation Set also has an average of 10 different original recordings
per sound class. Since each sound class has about 19 listener-vetted
imitations and 10 original sound files, the data set is suited for train-
ing models to do fine-grained vocal imitation-based search within
sound classes. We provide an example of using the dataset to mea-
sure how well the existing state-of-the-art in QBV search performs
on fine-grained search.

Index Terms— Vocal imitation datasets, audio retrieval, query-
by-vocal imitation search

1. INTRODUCTION

Imitating sounds with one’s voice is a natural and effective way of
delivering an audio concept in human-to-human communication. It
can be even more effective than describing sound with words, when
it is not clear how to describe the sound using words [1, 2]. This
communication is possible because a human listener can identify
what the imitation represents. If a machine can understand a hu-
man’s vocal imitation, users can interact with the machine in this
natural way for various audio-related tasks, such as sound design-
ing [3, 4, 5, 6], or searching for melody in a music database by
humming the desired melody [7].

Vocal imitations have recently gotten attention as a query
method for general sound event search [8, 9, 10]. Commercially-
deployed sound search and retrieval systems for general audio (e.g.,
Soundcloud 1, Freesound 2) rely on text-based search. Text search
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fails when there is no search-relevant metadata about the audio con-
tent in the file. Text search may also be insufficient when one wants
to retrieve a sound that does not have a commonly agreed-upon label
or has a label unknown to the user (e.g., a new synthesizer sound).
Search using a text label also often produces too many examples
(e.g., “dog bark” producing over 1000 examples of dogs barking)
and does not provide the specificity required (e.g., the particular
bark of a frightened beagle). Using a vocal imitation as the search
query, known as Query by Vocal Imitation (QBV), the user can pro-
vide information about the desired audio in a way complimentary
to text querying.

QBV systems compare the vocal imitation to the content of
each audio file in a collection. As deep neural networks have be-
come a typical approach to sound classification tasks [11], they also
have been successfully applied to QBV [10, 12]. However, while re-
searchers have put significant effort into developing datasets for var-
ious sound classification tasks such as the DCASE dataset [13], the
Urban Sound dataset [14], and AudioSet [15], developing datasets
for QBV systems has had less attention. This is probably because
collecting vocal imitation datasets requires much more human ef-
fort. Mehrabi et.al [16] created a dataset of 420 vocal imitations of
30 drum samples, which is useful for a musician to search for drum
sounds, but not broad enough in coverage to train general-purpose
QBV retrieval systems.

Cartwright and Pardo [17] created the VocalSketch dataset
which covers more varieties of sound classes. It includes 240 ref-
erence recordings in 4 broad groups: Acoustic Instruments (40),
Commercial Synthesizers (40), Everyday Sound (120), and Single
Synthesizer (40). Each reference recording has about 10 imitations
collected through Amazon Mechanical Turk where the participants
were asked to listen to reference recordings (e.g., sound of dog bark-
ing) and imitate them vocally. Although the dataset has been suc-
cessfully used to build QBV retrieval systems [10, 18, 12], it has
only 2, 400 vocal imitations made in direct response to an audio file.
This is much smaller than other environmental sound datasets and
might be insufficient for training a deep model, which often con-
tains many more parameters than the number of vocal imitations
in this dataset. VocalSketch dataset also contains only one refer-
ence audio file per sound class (e.g. just one “dog barking” file).
This means that systems trained on VocalSketch dataset can only
learn coarse-grained distinctions between broad classes of sound
(“dog barking” vs “violin”), as opposed to fine-grained within-class
search (the right dog bark from a set of many dog barks).

In this work, we introduce Vocal Imitation Set, a new crowd-
sourced vocal imitation dataset. Vocal Imitation Set has more than
double the number of imitations available in VocalSketch dataset.
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Vocal Imitation Set has 11, 242 recordings consisting of 5, 601
high-quality imitations that passed our inclusion criteria, as well
as an additional 5, 641 draft, training, and excluded imitations. Vo-
cal Imitation Set is the first dataset of vocal imitations that uses a
widely-used ontology. Its sound classes were selected from the Au-
dioSet ontology [15]. Each high-quality imitation was also rated by
a human evaluator for perceptual similarity to the audio file it was
an imitation of. Perceptual similarity ratings could be very useful in
building and testing QBV retrieval systems. Lastly, Vocal Imitation
Set has a mean of 10 different original recordings per sound class
(e.g., 10 distinct police siren recordings). This will enable the de-
velopment of fine-grained vocal imitation-based search algorithms,
which are more useful when a database has multiple sound events
with the same text tags.

2. DATA COLLECTION

2.1. Reference audio collection

Since our goal is to create a vocal imitation dataset that can be
used to build a general-purpose QBV search system, the set of
sound classes should cover a wide range of sound events. There-
fore, we selected sound classes from the AudioSet ontology [15].
This ontology contains 632 sound classes that are structured hier-
archically with a maximum depth of 6 levels. The top-level cat-
egories include Animal sounds, Channel/environment/background
sounds, Human sounds, Music, Natural sounds, Sounds of things,
and Source-ambiguous sounds. The sound classes in the AudioSet
ontology were manually curated to represent a broad set of audio
events one might encounter in real-world recordings and each class
is assumed to be distinguishable from other classes based on sound
alone without any additional information (e.g., visual cue or de-
tails of context). For each sound class, AudioSet provides links
to YouTube videos that were tagged with the text label for that
class. The audio tracks from these videos typically contains mul-
tiple, overlapping sounds. Perhaps for this reason, audio from these
YouTube videos has been widely used as a benchmark dataset for
sound event detection and scene classification [19, 20]. For more
details about AudioSet, refer to [15].

The AudioSet ontology contains many sound classes that can-
not be readily imitated vocally, such as guitar amplifier and labels
related to music genres. After excluding these classes, 302 sound
classes from the AudioSet ontology remained. AudioSet’s actual
audio typically contains scenes with multiple sounds, rather than
isolated sounds. Since the goal of our data set is to provide clear
pairings of vocal imitations to reference sounds, this makes Au-
dioSet’s audio sub-optimal. Therefore, we collected our sounds
from a repository where contributors typically provide isolated,
single-sound recordings. For each of the 302 selected sound classes,
we collected an average of 10 audio recordings from Freesound us-
ing the class name as the search key. All files were truncated to a
maximum of 20 seconds and encoded in the WAV format with a
sample rate of either 44.1 kHz or 48 kHz.

A single high-quality recording was selected from the collected
recordings for each class as a reference recording to be imitated by
crowd-workers. Each reference audio file was confirmed to contain
a clean sound event for the selected sound class and no other sound
events. The other recordings that were not used for imitation collec-
tion are also included in the released dataset. Although they do not
have associated vocal imitations, we expect that they will be useful
for developing and evaluating fine-grained search algorithms (i.e.,

searching among sounds within the same class). We will show an
example of using the recordings for fine-grained search in Section
4.

2.2. Vocal imitation collection

We collected vocal imitations from crowd-workers through Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk using the VocalSketch interface and proto-
col presented in [17]. Imitators were asked to listen to a reference
recording (i.e., one of the 302 collected reference recordings) and
imitate the sound. Once they recorded their imitations, they were
required to listen to their imitations to compare them with the ref-
erence recording. They were allowed to re-record their vocal imi-
tations unlimited times before submitting the final one. Discarded
imitations were saved as draft recordings in the released dataset.
Finally, each imitator was asked how satisfied they were with their
imitations using a 7 level scale. In each session, imitators were
given five reference recordings (one recording from each class) to
imitate. Imitators were paid $0.80 per session. The first imitation
of each imitator in a new session was saved as a training recording.

We collected a total of 11, 242 recordings from 455 unique peo-
ple. There were 6, 115 final-submission vocal imitations, 4, 444
draft recordings and 683 training recordings. The 6, 115 final sub-
mission vocal limitations resulted in an average of roughly 20 imi-
tations for each of the 302 reference recordings. We focused on this
set of final submissions in our quality assessments.

3. QUALITY ASSESSMENT

Crowd-sourced data collection suffers from noisy data in many
cases. Therefore, we conducted an internal quality assessment of
the 6, 115 final submissions, where experts evaluated the quality of
all the final collected imitations. Training and draft vocal recordings
were not evaluated. The purposes of the quality assessment are the
following: 1) removing non-identifiable vocal imitations from the
data set, and 2) measuring perceptual similarity between a reference
recording and its imitations. The people who performed quality as-
sessment were experts in audio processing: students and researchers
from the Interactive Audio Lab 3 at Northwestern University and the
Audio Information Research Lab 4 at the University of Rochester.
There were, in total 15 evaluators, who listened to 6, 115 vocal imi-
tations on a web interface designed for this particular listening task.

Figure 1 shows the web interface for our quality assessment. A
single session consists of listening to a pair of recordings: one ref-
erence and one vocal imitation (Sound A and Sound B in Figure 1).
An evaluator was first asked if the imitation was a vocal imitation of
the reference recording. If the answer was “YES”, then the evalua-
tor was asked to assess the quality of the imitation on a scale from
0 to 100 (0: a very poor imitation; 100: almost identical to the ref-
erence sound). If the answer was “NO”, then the recording was not
evaluated for quality and it was placed in the excluded directory of
the released dataset. The evaluator was then asked if the recording
was a vocal imitation at all and this answer was saved.

Due to the size of the dataset, each imitation was evaluated by a
single person. To measure consistency and reliability of each eval-
uator, we designed the task in following ways. First, an average of
2 out of every 30 pairs evaluated by an individual were incorrect
pairs, where we paired an imitation with a reference recording that

3http://music.cs.northwestern.edu/
4http://www.ece.rochester.edu/projects/air/
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Figure 1: A screenshot of the interface for the internal quality as-
sessment

it was not an imitation of. This let us measure how reliably eval-
uators were able to detect incorrect pairs. Second, an average of 4
out of every 30 pairs presented to an evaluator were repeated pairs,
previously presented within the current batch (30 pairs). This let us
measure the evaluation consistency for each evaluator.

In total, 452 incorrect pairs were presented to evaluators and
80% of them (363 pairs) were successfully identified as incorrect
pairs. The remaining 20% (89 pairs) were incorrectly called cor-
rect pairs and they were given an average quality rating of 31.4
out of 100. The mean quality rating across all imitations is 60.3.
This indicates that most evaluators correctly identified wrong pairs
or gave them low scores if they called them a correct pair. Fig-
ure 2 shows how consistently evaluators rated repeated pairs. In
total, 978 unique pairs of reference and imitation recordings were
repeated. We computed the maximum difference of the multiple
ratings to each of the 978 repeated pairs. For example, if a pair of
reference and imitation recording was repeatedly rated three times
by an evaluator and the ratings were 50, 60 and 70, then the maxi-
mum difference is 20 (70-50). As shown in Figure 2, the maximum
differences of a majority of repeated pairs is very low (Mean: 7.63,
SD: 10.96), which indicates that our evaluators rated vocal imita-
tions with high consistency.

When collecting imitations, imitators were asked how satisfied
they were with their own imitation using a 7 level scale. (1 - com-
pletely dissatisfied, 2 - mostly dissatisfied, 3 - somewhat dissatisfied,
4 - neither satisfied or dissatisfied, 5 - somewhat satisfied, 6 - mostly
satisfied, 7 - completely satisfied). Figure 3 shows how the evalua-
tor’s ratings change with different self-satisfaction levels from im-
itators. There is a positive correlation between the imitators’ self-
satisfaction levels and evaluators’ quality assessment scores. Yet,
there are some imitations where the imitator’s self-satisfaction dis-
agrees with the quality reported by an evaluator. It would be inter-
esting future work to learn the reason for the dichotomy.

Evaluators reported that 514 vocal imitations were not vocal
imitation of the reference sound played to the imitator who made the
imitation. These recordings were placed in the excluded directory
of the released dataset. This left 5, 601 recordings that have quality
ratings, which are saved in the included directory of the dataset.
We included all the quality rating on these 5, 601 recordings in the
released dataset.
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Figure 2: Histogram of maximum differences of quality ratings on
a 100 point scale between two presentations of the same pairing of
reference and imitation recording (Mean: 7.63, SD: 10.96)
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Figure 3: Relationship between self-satisfaction scores by imitators
and quality assessment by evaluators.

4. BASELINE FINE-GRAINED SEARCH RESULTS

One expected use of Vocal Imitation Set is to train and test sys-
tems on fine-grained search. To this end, we provide an example
of using this data set to measure how well the existing state-of-the-
art in QBV search performs on fine-grained search. We used vocal
imitations that were vetted by listeners (5, 601 imitations of 302
classes). Each class contains one reference recording that was imi-
tated and an average of 9 sound recordings that were not imitated.
Each reference recording has an average of 18.6 imitations. Each
time, we took one vocal imitation as the query to search for its refer-
ence recording (target) within all sound recordings of its class. An
output of a search engine is an ordering of these sound recordings
within each class, from most similar to the query to least similar.

To measure search quality, we computed Reciprocal Rank
(RR), which is calculated as 1/r where r is the rank of the target.
For instance, if the target ranks the third, then the RR is 1/3. We
measured Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR), which is the mean of RRs
across all the queries (i.e., vocal imitations). We also computed a
Mean Recall@k metric which indicates the proportion of queries
that successfully retrieved the target within top k items in search
results. For example, if only 50% of queries retrieved the target
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recording within top 2 items, then Mean Recall@2 is 0.5.
We used TL-IMINET [12], which is the best system we are

aware of for coarse-grained QBV retrieval. TL-IMINET is a
Siamese-style neural network with two Convolutional Neural Net-
works (CNN) towers: one tower for vocal imitations and the other
for reference recordings. The imitation tower was pre-trained on a
language classification task using sound clips from 7 different lan-
guages gathered from Voxforge 5. The reference tower was pre-
trained on a environmental sound classification task using sound
clips from the 10 different classes in UrbanSound8K [14]. Then,
TL-IMINET was trained on positive and negative pairs of reference
sounds and imitations from the VocalSketch dataset [17]. In this
training, negative pairs were always from an entirely different sound
class (e.g., an imitation of a dog bark with a reference recording of
a door slamming), so these pairs can be considered coarse-grained.

We performed fine-grained search with the trained model as
follows. The trained model outputs the similarity between two in-
put recordings. An imitation as a query is compared to each audio
file within the sound class of that imitation’s canonical reference
recording (i.e., target). Since TL-IMINET takes only four seconds
of audio as an input, each audio file is segmented into windows
of length four seconds, with 50% overlap between each window,
which gives us segment-level cross-similarities between the two
recordings. To obtain the recording-level similarity between the
reference and query file, we took the maximum similarity between
any two segments in the two recordings. Based on the similarities,
the rank of the target within the class is determined. By running this
search using every vetted vocal imitation (5, 601 in total) as a query,
we compute MRR as well as Mean Recall@k covering all classes
and the variety of queries within each class.

TL-IMINET gave a MRR of 0.356 for within-class search.
Mean Recall@1 was 0.151 and Mean Recall@2 was 0.278. The
class with the best MRR was “Water stream” with MRR of 1.0
and the worst MRR was for “Bird’s chirp, tweet” with a MRR of
0.105. Since the mean number of recordings per class is roughly
10, chance ranking of the target is 5.5 which leads to chance MRR
of (1/5.5) = 0.18. The results show that the state-of-the-art sys-
tem which were designed for coarse-grained search performs much
better than chance. However, the score is still similar or lower
than scores from coarse-grained search performed in [12]. They
achieved a MRR of about 0.4 in searches through 20 recordings
and a MRR of 0.246 in searches with 60 recordings. This compari-
son shows challenges of fine-grained search. We believe that Vocal
Imitation Set will enable researchers to build and test new models
for fine-grained QBV search.

5. VOCAL IMITATION SET

Vocal Imitation Set is now publicly available6. It includes 2, 985
original recordings of 302 classes (an average of 9.89 per class)
and 11, 242 vocal imitations of 302 reference recordings selected
from the set of original recordings (1 reference recording per class).
The set of vocal imitations consists of 5, 601 imitations that passed
the quality assessment as well as 5, 642 recordings of draft, training
recordings, and imitations excluded during the quality assessment.
Table 1 shows the number of classes, listener-vetted imitations (i.e.,
imitations that have quality ratings), and original recordings for
each top-level classes of AudioSet ontology. Figure 4 shows a his-

5http://www.voxforge.org
6http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1340763

Table 1: The number of classes, listener-vetted imitations, and orig-
inal recordings (including reference recordings) for each of the first-
level categories in Vocal Imitation Set

Categories Classes Imitations Original Rec.
Animal 31 587 308
Channel, environment
and background

4 74 40

Human sounds 38 714 375
Music 65 1247 646
Natural sounds 10 177 100
Sounds of things 134 2448 1316
Source-ambiguous
sounds

20 354 200

Total 302 5601 2985
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Figure 4: Histogram of quality assessment ratings to 5, 601 vocal
imitations that were vetted by evaluators (Mean: 60.3, SD: 25.3)

togram of quality assessment ratings of the 5, 601 listener-vetted
imitations. The collected ratings give researchers another opportu-
nity to build more robust vocal imitation-based interaction systems
by using human quality assessments as a training signal.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We introduced Vocal Imitation Set, a new dataset of vocal imi-
tations. It contains 11, 242 vocal imitations of 302 sound event
classes which were curated based on AudioSet ontology. Sound
recordings of the 302 classes were collected from Freesound and
their imitations were collected by crowd-sourcing methods. We per-
formed an internal quality assessment to filter out noisy data as well
as to measure the perceptual similarity between an imitation and
its reference recording. We also showed an example of using the
dataset for fine-grained QBV search. We expect that this dataset
will help the research community obtain a better understanding of
human vocal imitations and build systems that can understand imi-
tations as humans do.
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